Root causes of driver fatigue
among professional truck drivers
Driver fatigue was identified by drivers,
supervisors, and employers in the industry as
a top health and safety risk.

Research and consultation with industry
participants

Driver fatigue was identified by drivers, supervisors, and
employers in the industry as a top health and safety
risk for Ontario’s trucking sector during a March 2019
risk assessment workshop. The workshop was designed
and supported by the Ministry of Labour, Training, and
Skills Development (MLTSD) in partnership with IHSA.
IHSA’s Transportation Advisory Council (TAC), a group
of volunteer industry experts for the transportation
sectors, reviewed the risk assessment report from the
workshop.
The TAC decided that the next steps would be to
perform a detailed analysis of the root causes of driver
fatigue and to create a plan for developing controls and
activities for addressing those causes.

Top causes of driver fatigue among
professional truck drivers in Ontario

1

Traffic conditions. Road closures,
delays, construction zones, and
road design.

2

Health conditions and unhealthy
lifestyle. Limited or poor food
choices, lack of rest and irregular
sleep, or not enough exercise.

3
4

In February 2020, a group of drivers, supervisors,
employers, and industry stakeholders met again for two
days to determine the root causes of driver fatigue in
Ontario’s trucking sector. Together, they identified 66
root causes of driver fatigue.
These 66 primary root causes were then voted on to
generate the prioritized list of the top 10 critical root
causes of driver fatigue—the top five of which are
displayed here. (Some of the ranked numbers have
multiple causes listed, as they resulted in a tie during
the formal voting process.)
For the full list of industry-identified root causes and
recommended solutions that address driver fatigue in
the workplace, please visit ihsa.ca/driverfatigue.
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Work-life balance. Long hours on
the road and time away from family
and friends.
Stress. Pressure from management,
dispatch, and customers. Wait times
at customer locations and meeting
deadlines.
Mental health. Anxiety, depression,
or substance use.

Hypnotic effects during periods
of drowsiness. This can occur
from snow or rain coming at the
windshield and/or driving long
hours on open highways.
Not enough truck/rest stops. Long
distances between safe rest areas,
or not enough quality amenities.
Lack of education and training
to recognize driver fatigue.
Drivers cannot recognize fatigue
impairment, believe different
myths about fatigue, and use
inappropriate (instead of safe)
ways to deal with fatigue.

Licensing doesn’t meet skill
requirements. Some vehicles are
more difficult to operate (e.g.,
automatic vs. manual transmission,
different forms of vehicles), or lack
of experience and training provided
through licensing.
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What is driver fatigue?

When it comes to driving, physical and mental fatigue
reduce a driver’s capability to perform essential drivingrelated duties.
Physical fatigue can result in longer reaction times and
inaccurate or incorrect responses.
Mental fatigue is the greater concern for most drivers,
as it decreases mental performance. It can occur after
driving for long periods without a rest or break, or as
a result of the repetitiveness of the driving task, or
conditions such as traffic or weather. Mental fatigue
reduces driver alertness, focus, attentiveness, and
decision-making ability in ways that reduce the ability to
perform key driving functions.
The Ontario Ministry of Transportation analyzed police
report data and found that driver fatigue is a factor in
at least 20% of police-reported large truck collisions in
Ontario.*
*(MTO, Large Truck Collision Causation Study, 2020).

Identifying solutions and controls

Next, the group of industry experts, led by Dr. Sujoy Dey
of the MLTSD, identified possible solutions and controls
for the top ranked risks. During the discussions, similar
themes and proposed controls kept emerging that
informed these five key recommendations:
•
Classify truck driving as a skilled trade (Red Seal).
•
Review and address critical training gaps in
mandatory entry-level training (MELT).
•
Mandatory graduated licensing for all truck drivers.
•
Greater enforcement of carriers who are noncompliant with the Occupational Health and Safety
Act (OHSA) and the Highway Traffic Act.
•
Promote mental health and wellness among
professional truck drivers.
“The group of industry experts shared their experience,
made suggestions, and proposed potential controls
to address the primary causal factors and identified
systemic weaknesses in the industry,” says Michelle
Roberts, IHSA’s Director of Stakeholder and Client
Engagement. “IHSA is proud of our work as an advocate
for improving professional truck driver training,
non-compliant carrier enforcement, and the importance
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and Self-Assess

You are in the best position
to evaluate your tiredness
– at the start of the
day, and throughout
the journey.
Once you know what
to look for, all that’s
required is
to conscientiously assess
yourself for those signs,
have the discipline to
and
take the right steps
to address
your fatigue. The common
symptoms of fatigue
include:
• Sleepiness, drowsines
s, feeling exhausted
• Persistent yawning

•
•
•
•
•

Sore, tired eyes
Slower-than-normal
reflexes
Feeling impatient, irritable
Aching or sore muscles
Daydreaming, decreased
ability to focus or
concentrate
If you experience less
well-known
symptoms such as lack
of motivation,
z zz
dizziness, hallucinat
ions, impaired
hand-to-eye coordinat
ion, headaches,
or loss of appetite, check
with your
doctor for suggestio
ns.
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Preparing yourself and
your environment will
help
you get the sleep you
require. Try the following.
• Make sleep a priority
by keeping a consistent
bedtime and waking
schedule.
• Have a relaxing bedtime
routine – enjoy a warm
bath, settle in with a
good book, listen to
soothing
music.
• Have a dark, quiet,
comfortable and cool
room.
• Keep work materials,
computers and televisions
out of the bedroom.
• Exercise regularly,
but finish your workout
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at least
two
hours before bedtime.
• It’s best to avoid
eating right before bed.
But if
you need to snack, some
foods are more soothing
than others. According
to Health magazine,
you
should consider cherries,
milk, cereal or bananas.

Make Healthy Lifestyle

Choices

Minimize your susceptib
ility to fatigue by optimizing
your health, wellness
and energy. The recipe
is well
known: take regular
exercise, eat healthy
food, stay
hydrated…and get a
good night’s rest.

Have Realistic Expecta
tions
In any

role that involves a little
or a lot of driving,
recognize when you
are getting fatigued
and
understand your limitations
. Work with your
supervisor to develop
expectations and schedules
that work well for both
of you, and minimize
your risk
of becoming fatigued.

Build a Functional Workpla

ce
Any drive – short or
long – can result
in a sore and tired driver.
Go online
to learn more about
how to properly
outfit and set-up an
ergonomically
correct seating configura
tion. Check
out the information
at
• Ergonomics for
Truckers
• CCOHS Driving and
Ergonomics
• About.com Ergonomi
cs

on Wheels

Take Regular Breaks

Every two hours, stop
the vehicle at a rest
stop, a
park or out of the way
along a quiet lane, get
out,
stretch your limbs, have
a drink of water, and
take a 5
or 10-minute stroll.

of driver mental health and wellness. This work is a
strong first step toward meaningful changes for safer
and healthier workplaces for professional truck drivers.”

How IHSA can help

IHSA has developed a number of online educational
resources to address driver fatigue and assist
workplaces with strengthening their road safety plans,
including driver fatigue tip sheets for employers and
workers, and safety talks that address driver mental
health. These resources assist in communicating the
hazards of driver fatigue and other hazards on the road
and support the work of the driver fatigue root cause
analysis results.

IHSA urges stakeholders in the trucking industry to visit
ihsa.ca/driverfatigue to learn more about the industryidentified root causes and recommended solutions that
address driver fatigue in the workplace.
Working together, we can create safer working
environments for all professional truck drivers and those
with whom they share the road.
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